
1. "Coach Eric is a nice and understanding teacher who puts alot of time into making sure I 
understand his teaching. I am able to improve my Maths from D7 to A2 in SA2 exam just within 6 
months with the help of his teaching methods" - Ryan Cheong (Sec 2 - Compassvale Secondary 
School)  

2. "Coach Eric is a marvellous math tutor. He never fails to exhibit patience and explains concepts in 
great detail. He is always seeking ways to improve his students’ competency in math and students 
can count on him to help them in their struggles. Coach Eric is a effective teacher who manages to 
simplify complicated concepts into brief but yet in depth explanations, making it much easier for a 
student to understand. Personally, after only a few sessions with him, my grades jumped from a 
mediocre B grade in Year 3 to a stunning 90% in my first common test! Parents can be rest assured 
that they have left their child in good hands!" - Daryl Ng (Year 4 IP - Victoria School)  

3. "Eric has been a patient and helpful tutor since we engaged him. He was able to analyze my son's 
weaknesses and worked out effective methods to help him understand how to answer various kind 
of heuristic Math questions accurately. Within a few months, my son is able to regain his confidence 
and interest in Math. His grade has also improved significantly and scored full marks in his recent 
class test and CA2. I am certain that with Eric's guidance, my son will be able to continue to improve 
and excel." - Mom of Ethan Ko (P5 - Yewtee Primary School)  

4. "Maths can be simply fun or a real challenge. Our nightmare began when our son started to 
struggle with Maths. We engaged tutors. Unfortunately no improvement. His interest in Maths 
declined, the level of fear escalated. Things changed when Mr. Eric came into the picture. With his 
unique style of approach, he built a good relationship with our son. Slowly but steadily he built his 
confidence level. His Marks improved from C to A. Thank you Mr. Eric for your patience, guidance 
and unique style of approach. Keep up the good work. May your passion grows and glows each day." 
- Mom of Tirhaj (P6 - Princess Elizabeth Primary School)  

 


